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Exploration Forum

Next Exploration Forum Meeting - PROSPEX December 2019

Agenda
9am Start
• Safety Brief and Introduction
• Exploration Task Force Review (Nick Terrell, Azinor)
• UK Offshore Licensing Rounds (Nick Richardson, OGA)
• 5th Faroese Licensing Round (Faroese Geological Survey)
• NDR Update (Andy Thompson, OGA)
• Petroleum Systems Project (Jo Bagguley, OGA)
10:30am Break
• E&A Stewardship (John Gordon, OGA)
• Licensing & Well Delivery Improvements (Katy Heidenreich, OGUK)
• OGTC Update (Gillian White, OGTC)
• Open Floor Discussion – time allowing (chaired by Nick Terrell)
Noon Close

exploration

task force

Sponsored by:
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Exploration Task Force

The XTF provides input on key strategic issues such as UK Industrial Strategy and collaboration

Role: To revitalise exploration on the UKCS in order to add reserves to 

replace production and secure longevity of the UK Petroleum Industry.

Priorities:

exploration

task force

Attracting Investment – Promote inward investment and raise the profile of UK Exploration &

Production

Delivering Future Activity – Define the Yet-to-find Potential of the UKCS and deliver

resources and value through appropriate activity

Licensing Rounds – Support the OGA’s licensing activity and ensure fit for purpose licencing

regime that supports activity and investment

Regional Exploration – Support delivery and promote funding of collaborative regional

Petroleum Systems Project. Ensure project produces useful and valuable deliverables to industry

Data Release & Technology – Support delivery of NDR and improvements to data release

mechanisms. Ensure timely delivery of exploration related OGTC projects and that data is effectively

published. Support TLB digital technology challenge.



XTF Members

Please 

contact 

XTF 

Members 

to raise 

Issues or 

to 

Volunteer 

for Sub-

Groups

exploration

task force

Nick Terrell
Managing Director, 

Azinor Catalyst

Jenny Morris
VP Exploration 

UK,  Equinor

John Underhill
Chief Scientist & Prof.

Heriot-Watt University

Dave Lewis
Team Lead UKCS 

Chevron

Graham Goffey
Founder/Direct Soliton 

Resources Ltd.

Nick Richardson
Head of Exploration & 

New Ventures, OGA

Colin Percival
Technical Director, 

Parkmead Group plc

Andy Alexander
Chief Geophysicist, 

Siccar Point Energy

Chrysanthe Munn
Exploration Manager, BP

Katy Heidenreich
Upstream Ops 

Optimisation Mgr, Oil & 

Gas UK

Ian T. Edwards OBE
Exec. Vice President, 

North-West Europe and 

Asia Pacific, Spectrum

Ben Hillier
Exploration Manager 

UK, Shell

Mohamed-Amine 

Soudani
North Sea Area Exploration  

Manager, Total

Rod Crawford
Technical Director, 

Zennor Petroleum

Anne-Sophie Cyteval
UK Exploration Manager, Spirit 

Energy



Exploration Task Force Website

https://www.ogauthority.co.uk/about-us/mer-uk-forum-task-forces/exploration-task-force/exploration-task-force-members/

exploration

task force
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Improving Performance through 

Technical Stewardship and application 

of Quality, Modern Data

Focussing on Value not Volume. UK has an 

attractive fiscal regime.

Targeting Yet-to-Find Potential of

Basin & Promote New Prospects & Plays  

What have we already done?

Integrating exploration into infrastructure Area 

Plans. OGA in a unique position to support.

$

Revitalising Exploration

Introducing a National Data Repository

(NDR) of well and seismic information in 2019.

Publishing free geoscience data, including 

government-funded seismic, regional maps, 

studies, prospects and discoveries, etc.

Implemented “Innovate” licence 

framework; very low entry barriers, designed 

by bidders to best meet requirements of their 

exploration work programme.

Introduced regular annual alternation of 

Frontier and Mature rounds.

Key Issue
• 2018 E&A Well Count was lowest on record

• Part of a recent decline in E&A drilling

• But, not short of opportunities or success

• NOTABLE RECENT SUCCESSES

• Need an increase in PACE

• Need increase in DRILL-READY prospects 

(offering quality through choice)



OGA’s Role in the Energy Transition
Objective
• To support fully the UK’s transition to a low carbon economy. 
• When undertaking its functions and within its remit, where applicable the OGA will have regard to minimising carbon emissions from the 

UK offshore oil and gas sector. The OGA will also use its skills and expertise to work with government, industry and other relevant 

stakeholders as appropriate to support wider energy transition initiatives. 

• To engage fully with the energy transition to support MER UK by creating further efficiencies, and contribute to the industry’s continued 

licence to operate. 

The OGA will: 
a) approve and issue carbon dioxide storage permits and maintain the carbon storage public register 

b) where appropriate, identify opportunities for the development of carbon dioxide storage, including the use of carbon dioxide enhanced oil recovery

c) support infrastructure re-use and recycling opportunities, including having regard to the development and use of facilities for the storage of 

carbon dioxide and work with government on its commitments

d) ensure consistency of the OGA’s offshore flaring and venting regime with MER UK and wider government policy, including emissions targets, 

by eliminating any unnecessary or wasteful flaring and venting of gas

e) enhance understanding of offshore energy integration, including electrification, hydrogen and regulatory opportunities 

f) support a diverse range of supply chain options building on existing skills and activities

g) work collaboratively with government and industry to support its wider objectives, including carbon emission reduction commitments, and 

continue to contribute skills and expertise 

The OGA will not:
h) conduct activities in relation to the energy transition that run counter to its statutory duties in respect of MER UK

When taking decisions, the OGA will consider:
i) the principal objective of MER UK and its statutory functions and duties 

j) where applicable, how offshore oil and gas developments can benefit from and support the energy transition, including opportunities for 

integration and improvements in energy efficiency at the field development stage and through the asset stewardship process

k) as appropriate, re-use and recycling opportunities, in particular with regard to carbon capture usage and storage projects, as part of the cessation 

of production and decommissioning processes



Energy Integration – The Pioneer Fund

Energy integration themes 

considered in the project include:
1.Platform electrification: Connection of offshore 

oil and gas platforms to an alternative power source (from 

shore, offshore wind farm, or offshore grid) to reduce both 

costs and emissions and extend field lives when compared 

to platform-based generation

2.Gas to wire: The use of gas produced from offshore 

fields to generate electricity offshore and transmitting that 

to the shore through sharing infrastructure with 

windfarms. Expected synergies would improve the 

economics of both renewables and gas projects, enabling 

further offshore developments

3.Carbon capture and storage: re-use of offshore 

oil and gas infrastructure and spent fields to transport and 

store carbon dioxide, improving economics of the projects.

4.Hydrogen: enabling production of hydrogen (e.g. via 

water electrolysis using windfarm power) for power and 

domestic heating, by repurposing offshore oil and gas 

platforms, and using pipelines for storage and 

transportation to shore.

5.North Sea power hubs: large-scale electricity and 

hydrogen production from wind, also combined with carbon 

and energy storage solutions. Benefits from cross sector 

synergies, and potential North Sea cross-border 

economies of scale.

The OGA leading a new project to explore the 

potential for a more integrated offshore energy 

sector; including innovative closer links between oil and gas 

production and offshore renewables.

£900,000 grant from the Better Regulation Executive’s 

Regulators’ Pioneer Fund. 

Project will look at the mix of energy sources and storage solutions 

needed for the transition to a low carbon economy in areas including:

• Powering of offshore oil and gas platforms from renewable 

sources

• Monetisation of offshore produced gas via in-situ power 

generation

• Offshore hydrogen production and transportation, as a clean-

energy storage solution

• Carbon dioxide capture, transportation and storage, using 

legacy oil and gas infrastructure
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Licensing Stimulus

OGA will issue a 5 year licensing plan in 3Q 2017Licensing System devised in Collaboration with Industry

Licence Round Schedule

• Annual Rounds

• Frontier/Mature Alternation

Flexible Licences

• Innovate Concept

• Stage-gate approach

• Requirements to be tested at 

appropriate phase

Low Entry-Level Costs

• Very low acreage rental rates

• Lower levy category created for 

micro-businesses

32nd Round Launch in mid-2019

120-day Application Period



31st Licence Round Offer of Awards

On 4th June 2019, the OGA offered awards 

across:

• 37 licence areas 

• 141 blocks or part-blocks

• 30 companies 

• Firm new shoot seismic acquisition

• Two licences progressing straight to second 

term

• Supported through suite of new data and 

analyses, digital maps, prospect and 

discovery reports, plus well and seismic data, 

including data from the 2016 Government-

Funded Seismic Programme.

.

31st Round Awards



Round Scheduled to Close November 2019

32nd Offshore Licensing Round Launch

The Round is scheduled to open:

Mid-July, date TBC

The Round will close for applications: 

120 days after launch

• A full list of the blocks on offer, and maps, will be 

available on the OGA licensing rounds webpage:
https://www.ogauthority.co.uk/licensing-consents/licensing-

rounds/

• Indicative Areas can be downloaded from OGA’s 

OpenData site:
https://data-ogauthority.opendata.arcgis.com/ 

Indicative Areas 

https://www.ogauthority.co.uk/licensing-consents/licensing-rounds/
https://data-ogauthority.opendata.arcgis.com/


Additional block nominations may be added by OGA within 30 days of launch, only if requested within 7 days

32nd Round Nominations Process

OGA also offering opportunity for industry to propose 

additional blocks in more mature areas, for possible inclusion 

where applicants intend to commit to a substantial firm work 

programme

Block Nominations should be made in writing to 

Offshore.Exploration@ogauthority.co.uk within 

7 days of launch.

Specifying i) the blocks of interest, ii) the rationale for requiring access 

in this round, iii) work already performed, iv) data available for analysis 

and v) an indication of the nature and timing of the intended firm work 

programme. The OGA expects work programmes in mature areas to 

be substantial with a commitment to rapid execution of 

operational activities. 

The OGA makes no guarantee that nominated blocks will be added to the 32nd

Round offering, and reserves the right to make nominated blocks available 

through subsequent licence rounds and out-of-round procedures.



32nd Offshore Licensing Round

Updated Guidance Documentation will be available on the OGA Website



32nd Offshore Licensing Round

Seaward Marks Scheme

To be finalised, but

generally same as 30th and 31st

Round Marks Schemes:

Pay particular attention to
• Hydrocarbon Systems 

Analysis (Play Elements)

• Risk & Resource Evaluation

• Process and 

Methodology

• Phase Timing Marks

Marks Scheme available within Technical Guidance



32nd Offshore Licensing Round

Rentals Schedule, Levy & Fees

Rentals Schedule (TBC) 

Levy

The licence application fee is 

£2,100 for Seaward Production 

Licences

Application Fee

Information on other OGA Fees & Charges is Available Online



Supporting Data Available on ndr.ogauthority.co.uk and ogauthority.co.uk

32nd Offshore Licensing Round

Supporting Data

• Southern North Sea Megamerge

• CNS & NNS Rock Physics Catalogue

• UKCS Petroleum Systems Project – Year 1

• >2,200 wells with joined Digital Well Logs

• UKCS-wide Gravity Inversion products

• Regional Thermal History Reports (AFTA & 

VR)

• UKCS Satellite Seeps Database

• Spatial database of relinquished prospects 

& leads

• Plus, many other previously released products 

including Regional Maps and Undeveloped 

Discovery Montages, Relinquishment Reports, 

etc.

Data providers:



Supporting Data Available on ndr.ogauthority.co.uk and ogauthority.co.uk

32nd Offshore Licensing Round

Platforms for Data Release

• Overview of all available data provided on OGA Open Data Centre
- geological data packs available for download

• NDR Data Packs available for digital well logs, rock physics 

deliverables plus SNS Megasurvey

- minimal copying costs (~£200 +VAT) will apply for larger data packs

• Cloud-based trial for free visualisation of SNS Megasurvey via Osokey

• Data released under Open Licence where possible; otherwise OGA or 

NDR User Agreement 



SNS Megamerge (2016 Version)

32nd Licensing Round Data Releases

• Public release of Post-Stack Migrated Volume  

• 23,000 km2 coverage.

- Cloud-based trial for visualisation of data

- Available to order via NDR



CNS & NNS Rock Physics Catalogue

32nd Licensing Round Data Releases

~40 wells plus seismic 

amplitude volumes



32nd Licensing Round Data Releases
UKCS Petroleum Systems Project (Phase 1)

• Study partners:

• 2758 Wells

• 91348 Individual Samples (rocks, oils/gases, drilling fluids)

• Data derived from NDR Reports, Operators, BGS Archive, etc)

● Single compiled UKCS geochemical 

database (p:IGITM & MS ExcelTM)

● 5 Regional geochemical databases 

(p:IGITM & MS ExcelTM) 

● 5 high level overview/interpretation reports

● ArcGIS projects

● UKCS regional depth structure surfaces 

● CPI’s and .las files of petrophysical results

● Written report



UKCS Regional Maps

32nd Licensing Round Data Releases

Depth Grid

Thickness Grid Structural Elements Reservoir Distribution & Facies

Well Penetrations & 

Hydrocarbon Occurrences Lithology/NTG

Stratigraphic Framework Chart

Petroleum Systems Events Chart



Frontier Basins Research Programme

Open publication of project results via OGA Data Centre

3 x two year post-doctoral research projects 

focused around OGA 2D seismic data

Example products from MNSH 

Project – available January 2019
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585 km



History

• The boundary between Faroe Island and UK was agreed in 1999

• The first Faroese license round was in 2000

• Since than there have been 3 license rounds

• There are awarded 19 licenses to 25 license holders 

• 9 offshore wells are drilled, whereof 4 had traces 

of hydrocarbon and 2 were discoveries

• The last license was relinquish in 2016



Faroese 5th licensing round

Coordinated with the UK 
32nd licensing round

Opens: July 2019
Closes: November 2019

Area on offer: 9.418 km2

Terms and conditions for 
the 5th

round alligned with UK’s
terms & conditions



Proven occurrences of hydrocarbons



Intra volcanic prospectivity



Western Judd Sub-Basin

William Longan Marjun

NW SE

10 km

2
 s

ec

shows



Complimentary Data Package

≈ 30.000 km of
2D seismic

6 3D surveys

Data from 9 wells

An updated
regional 
geological
evaluation is 
available



Types of licenses

INITIAL TERM
(max. 9 years)

SECOND TERM
(up to 16 years, including Initial Term)

THIRD TERM
(max. 30 years)

Phase A Phase B Phase C

Carrying out 
geotechnical
studies and 
geophysical

data 
reprocessing

Undertaking
seismic surveys

and aquiring
other

geophysical data

Drilling
exploration

wells

Second Term is for 
appraisal and leading to 

approval of a Field 
Development Plan (FDP)

Third term is for 
Development and 

Production

Fee’s

150 DKK/km2 300 DKK/km2 1.500 DKK/km2 1.500 - 75.000 DKK/km2 Max. 75.000 DKK/km2

Application fee: 20.000 DKK

Royalty has been cancelled for all acreage awarded in the 5th Round

Other issues

The company has to register a branch/company in the Faroe Islands and shall have a representative 
with residence in the Faroe Islands

The work programme is flexible

Exploration and Production License



Tax Regime

Company Income Tax

Special Tax based on Rate-of-
Return
• Higher return, higher special 

tax

Deductible: 
• Cost and investments
• Company Income Tax
• Not interest

Ring-fence (field basis)



Infrastructure

Source: https://ndr.ogauthority.co.uk/dp/pages/customcode/ags/app/mapMain.jsp



Infrastructure

• Infrastructure WoS
close to the
Faroese area

• More infrastructure
planned (?)

Source: https://ndr.ogauthority.co.uk/dp/pages/customcode/ags/app/mapMain.jsp



In summary

• The Faroese 5th licensing round is 
timed with the UK 32nd round

• A working hydrocarbon system 
has been proven in the Faroe 
area

• The 5th round area contains 
geological settings that may offer 
several Rosebank analogues

• A complimentary data package 
has been prepared

• Terms, conditions & fees for 
licences and acreage are similar 
to the UK
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UK National Data Repository

• Repository for current and historic reported information and samples

• Enables relevant persons to discharge their regulatory obligations 

to report Information and samples to the OGA

• Enables Licence Group members to collaborate with confidential 

petrotechnical information

• Enables the OGA to disclose information to industry and all others with an 

interest in offshore petroleum related information

• Launched to Public Users 25th March 2019

UK’s first National Data Repository for Offshore Oil and Gas



NDR – Data Activity
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Disclosure of Data and Samples

Made available to you by the OGA’s NDR

• 4,317 GB well data online (98.7%)

• BGS Core Store – Keyworth

• Infrastructure reported in Q2 2019

• 8,626 GB seismic data online

• 100,380 GB data packages:

• Government funded seismic

• Recent licence rounds

• All disclosed well data package

NDR at a glance



NDR – User Activity
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The “Grand Data Challenge”

Powers and 
Regulations

NDR

Maximizing 
the value 
of data for 

the UK

UKCS ‘Grand Data Challenges’

• Increasing transparency and quality 

(completeness)

• Optimising data for use

• Addressing sustainability and cost

• Integration across the 

OGA Digital Platform

• Encouraging the development of new techniques, innovation and capabilities

AO

I



NDR Future Development

• OGA’s NDR service – repurposed, industry developed, solution

• Future developments will uphold current principles:

• Enable regulatory compliance – reporting of information

• Collaboration across industry and with the OGA

• Disclosure of information by the OGA in the widest terms

• Closer integration across the OGA Digital Platform

• NDR, Energy Portal & Open Data Centre

• Reimagine “how” to achieve those aims, and others

• Exploit advances in technology – what opportunities do we now have?

• Unconstrained by conventional approaches – open to disruptive thinking 

Creating the conditions to Maximise Economic Recovery



NDR Summary

• Open for business – Q1 2019 Launch

• Encouraged by enthusiastic take up

• Licensees and others in industry, 

academia etc.

• Global interest – promoting investment 

in the UKCS

• Continuous effort to improve content, 

disclose more data and leverage technology

Creating the conditions to Maximise Economic Recovery
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UKCS Petroleum Systems Project: Proposed Model

Comprehensive delivery of key thematic datasets

2018 2019 2020 2021 20222017

30th 31st 32nd 33rd 34th

Mature Mature MatureFrontier Frontier

VISION: HOLISTIC PETROLEUM SYSTEMS PROJECT

DATABASE
KICK-START

MACHINE 
LEARNING 

PILOT

DIGITAL STREAM: APPLICATION DATA SCIENCE FOR DATA 
EXTRACTION, QC & ANALYTICS

INDUSTRY FUNDEDGOV. FUNDED

DELIVERABLES RELEVANT TO UKCS & ONSHORE

DATABASES & INITIAL INTEPRETATIONS FOR PARTICIPANTS

OPEN DELIVERABLES 
VIA  OGA DATA 
CENTRE OR NDR

ACADEMIC PARTNERSHIPS Centre for Doctoral Training (CDT) and others

STRATIGRAPHY AND 
RESERVOIR 
PROPERTIES

SEAL ANALYSIS & 
FIELD ANALOGUES

DATABASE OF SHOWS, 
MUD GAS, FLUID 

INCLUSIONS;
ANALOGUE DATABASE

PRESSURE DATABASE, 
INFILL GEOCHEMICAL 

SAMPLING

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4

POST-WELL ANALYSIS / LOOK BACKWELL LOOKBACK

GEOCHEMICAL 
DATABASE,

QC WELL TOPS, 
DEPTH GRIDS

AI DATA MINING TRIAL
–PRESSURE DATABASE
INFILL GEOCHEMICAL 
ANALYSES (ROCK DATA)

RESERVOIR QUALITY 
DATABASE PLUS BIO-, 

CHEMOSTRATIGRAPHY, 
HEAVY MINERAL ANALYSIS



UKCS Petroleum Systems Project: Year 1

Comprehensive, consistent geochemical database, plus supporting geological data

Industry domain expertise to provide technical steer & 

review

Extraction and compilation of legacy geochemical data

QA/QC of data and identify data gaps

Requests to Operators for missing data

New samples will focus on fluid analysis

Objective: Build a comprehensive, consistent geochemical database, plus supporting geological data, and

deliver it out to industry and academia for future use

Easily Accessible and Usable Database 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj4pemBo-3QAhVBVRoKHd-KAyUQjRwIBw&url=http://www.bp.com/en/global/corporate/about-bp/our-brands/the-bp-brand.html&bvm=bv.141320020,d.ZGg&psig=AFQjCNEIVsl18orkXiyy2_f_AQcXFjyxGA&ust=1481584634377872


Compilation of Geochemical Data

Multiple legacy data sources plus new analyses

● Regional approach to database compilation

● Integration of onshore data where available
NNS

WoS

CNS

SNS

WoB

•~4000 source files downloaded, reviewed, classified and 
prioritisedReports on CDA

•OGA request for outstanding files, majority included in the 
database

Newly Uploaded 
Operator Files

•Shell/Exxon dataset integrated, also APT and TNO reports
Shell/Exxon Data 

& OGA data

•Extracted & compiled geochemical data from legacy 
sampling databaseBGS Data Files

•Full geochemical analysis of 64 oils (GHGeochem and APT)

•92 oils and gases recently analysed were purchased

New Data & Oil 
Analyses



Compilation of Geochemical Data

Multiple legacy data sources plus new analyses

● CDA reports reviewed, classified & 

prioritized for data extraction

● Quality of reports variable!



Summary of Database Statistics

Count

Reports from CDA Shell/Exxon dataset

BGS dataset Other sources

Wells & samples (by type) Count

Total wells 2,758

Total samples 91,348

Total rocks (core, SWC, cuttings) 82,771

Total oils/condensates 3,592

Total gases (isotubes, mud gas) 4,434

Total other (mud, drilling oil) 551

Data sources Count

Reports from CDA 44,262

Shell/Exxon dataset 39,515

BGS dataset 6,591

Other sources 980



Integration of Stratigraphic Information

Consistent stratigraphic framework built into geochemical database

● Main aim was to provide 

lithostratigraphic & 

chronostratigraphic tops for all wells 

with geochemical data

● Re-interpretation of composite logs 

and/or geological reports where 

necessary

● Consistent stratigraphic framework

● Chronostratigraphy assigned to 

onshore wells



Geochemical Database Deliverables
• Single compiled UKCS geochemical 

database

(p:IGITM & MS ExcelTM)

• 5 Regional geochemical databases

(p:IGITM & MS ExcelTM) 

• 5 high level overview/interpretation reports

• Technical note and catalogue of CDA files



Shallow Seismic Interpretation & Regional Depth Grids

● Regional shallow seismic interpretation to identify features 

that may indicate hydrocarbon presence/escape 

● Features ranked according to interpretation & data 

confidence

● Number of different features mapped:

- shallow gas anomalies

- fluid migration features

- seabed mounds

- pockmarks

Shallow Gas Anomaly

5 km



Regional Depth Grids

Regional depth structure grids integrated across UKCS

Base Upper Cretaceous
● Builds on deliverables from OGA Regional Geological Maps project

- refined based on additional well ties

- geographic areas merged into integrated UKCS maps

● Grids produced for:

- Base Stronsay - Base Upper, Middle & Lower Jurassic

- Base Paleocene - Base Triassic

- Base Upper Cretaceous     - Base Zechstein

- Base Lower Cretaceous     - Base Rotliegend

● Suitable for investigating regional migration pathways and 

understanding regional distribution of key geological intervals



Petrophysical Interpretation of TOC

● To provide detail and insight into more 

marginal source rocks using log based 

TOC interpretation

● Devonian around the East Shetland 

Platform and Pentland Formation in the 

CNS

● Models calibrated against available TOC 

data from core/cuttings where available 

- tested in uncalibrated wells

● Net Shale:Gross Interval, Average TOC 

and TOC*H (average TOC thickness)



Deliverables

Delivery of largest publicly available UKCS geochemical database 

● Single compiled UKCS geochemical database plus 5 regional databases

● (p:IGITM & MS ExcelTM)

● 5 high level overview/interpretation reports

● Technical note and catalogue of CDA files

● ArcGIS project showing results of all deliverables

● UKCS regional depth structure surfaces in Zmap format

● CPI’s and .las files of petrophysical results

● Written report



UKCS Petroleum Systems Project :Industry Engagement

• Project Outline – Exploration Managers Forum, Prospex December 2017

• Initial Participation Request Letter – February 2018
• Supplementary Information

• Industry Survey – March 2018
• c.40% of companies Responded. Positive response.

• Presentation  – Exploration Managers Forum, Geol. Soc. July 9th 2018

• Industry follow-up – September to November 
• Contact individual companies – feedback

• Project Update – Exploration Manager’s Forum, Prospex December 2018 

• Final Request for Commitment – Q1 2019

Engagement and Collaboration with Industry

Aiming for £1MM industry funding per year from Year 2
- annual contribution £40K – £20K - £10K - £2K

- 3 year commitment



Project Status

Engagement and Collaboration with Industry

Response Rate
● Letter sent to all UKCS licensees March 2019

- 31% of companies sent a Response

- No Response from remaining 69%  (62 companies)

● Of responses received, 71%  were positive but only 

resulted in ~50% of funding target being committed

● Decision taken to put project on hold pending uptake of 

Year 1 deliverables and feedback from industry

Type of Response

Response

No Response

Yes *

No



Exploration Forum

Next Exploration Forum Meeting - PROSPEX December 2019

Agenda
9am Start
• Safety Brief and Introduction
• Exploration Task Force Review (Nick Terrell, Azinor)
• UK Offshore Licensing Rounds (Nick Richardson, OGA)
• 5th Faroese Licensing Round (Faroese Geological Survey)
• NDR Update (Andy Thompson, OGA)
• Petroleum Systems Project (Jo Bagguley, OGA)
10:30am Break
• E&A Stewardship (John Gordon, OGA)
• Licensing & Well Delivery Improvements (Katy Heidenreich, OGUK)
• OGTC Update (Gillian White, OGTC)
• Open Floor Discussion – time allowing (chaired by Nick Terrell)
Noon Close

exploration

task force

Sponsored by:
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Agenda

Stewardship Survey Update

Benchmarking and Analysis

Stewardship Expectations Update



Positive and constructive survey feedback.

Significant increase in activity levels.

Expectations refresh – improving clarity 

and helping drive activity levels and pace.  



2018 Stewardship Survey Feedback



Overall Results

• Survey -1st November to 

28th February.   Activity 

deadline 18th January

• Submissions increased by 

5% on 2017.

• Approval percentage 5th

April was 99% - a 50% 

increase on 2017

• Received 80%
response for feedback on 

the Licensing and E&A 

sections.



Context

• 2017 - 13 questions removed from Licensing and E&A sections, validation 
increased.  

• 2018 - Minimal changes (mostly additional guidance).

• Most felt the overall survey was simple to complete and easy to understand.

• Many operators highlighted the use of the excel download function and great communication by OGA 
when required.

• Plans for further validation at data entry.

• Operators request further historic data to be carried forward in every section.



Comments from Users

Auto-population 

from previous 

submission 

useful…

Carry 

forward 

historic data 

in a 

company 

acquisition…

OGA do not transfer 

information between 

companies as can’t 

assume new entity has 

licensed the same 

seismic data.



Comments from Users

Request 

snap shot of 

licence 

activity over 

next 12/24 

months?

Can add comments in 

survey.  The OGA will 

hold T2 and other 

engagements where 

further information is 

required.



Support

Helpful…speedy 

responses.  Useful, 

professional, 

knowledgeable…



Comments…a segue to benchmarking…

…this is benchmarking...

Current questions 

focus on ‘What’ 

rather than ‘How’…

Useful information for 

benchmarking / wider 

industry and basin 

strategies…hope 

knowledge sharing 

continues…

Driving good discussion 

internally…and with operators 

and OGA…[data prepared by 

the OGA]…utilized and helped 

with more effective partner 

discussion and alignment...



Benchmarking and Analysis



The Survey is a piece of the Data Puzzle



Seismic Compliance (Production Licences)



Seismic Trends

19% increase in overall geophysical activities.
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Drill-ready Prospectivity (Tier 0 Companies)



Proposed E&A Wells



Exploration Well Budgets



Initial Term Licences – Well Investments

40 Initial Term licences with no 

Well Investment date or proposed well.



Initial Term Licences – Well Investments

19% of Initial Term Licences with no WI 

decision date and no plans to relinquish the licence.



Are exploration campaigns deliverable?

17% of Initial term licences have well investment decision         

dates within 18 months of the end of the Initial Term

N.B Data Contains Extant Licences as of End May 2019, 

Licences with WI decision dates > 18 months before initial term end date excluded

After end of Initial Term



Is an exploration well deliverable 

in less than 18 months
from investment decision?



5 wells – Non-routine regulatory approvals

In 2018 we delivered 

13 of 30
E&A wells predicted at the start of 

the year

2
0
1
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4 wells – Operator management decisions

3 wells – Rig delays

2 wells – Commercial

1 well – Funding

Well Delivery

In 2019 have 

already spudded 

7 E and 3 A
wells

(as of 15 June) 



25 Exploration wells

15 Appraisal wells

January 2019                                                          June 2019

2019 Well Delivery – Current Forecast of Spuds to End of 2019

17 Exploration wells

14 Appraisal wells

Exploration Wells – Reasons for Delay

1 Operator management decision (cancel)

1 Farm-out unsuccessful (cancel)

3 Over-optimistic operator plans (delay)

3 OGA forecast uncertainty (delay)

Timing on a number of

programmes continues to

slip – end of year

numbers will be smaller

still.



June 2019 Drilling Schedule



Observations on Success

TECHNICAL
Latest seismic

Use of available data

Play- and prospect-driven

Comprehensive evaluations

COMMERCIAL
Farm-outs and Partnerships

Financing

Area plans

WORK PROGRAMME 

EXECUTION
Suitable people

Pace

Flexibility

Planning and lead time



Stewardship Expectations Update



What is the Stewardship Expectation Refresh?

Boundaries

Maintain 10 Expectations

Consistent look and feel

Launch early July

Why Refresh Now?

2 years of learnings

Changing industry 

environment

?
Objectives

• Support MER UK

• Stimulate activity that leads 

to resource maturation (new)

• Focus on the big levers (new)

• Linkage with other expectations

• Performance ethos

Represent entire life-cycle



Industry Engagement

MER UK Task force membersSubject Matter Experts

43organisations interviewed.



What has been updated?

E&P life cycle….improved mapping of subject matter to full EP life cycle.

Link to existing guidance….integrated approach in a ‘congested’ market.

Impact….drive increase in level and pace of activity.

Compliance….improvements on clarity and consistency.

Burden on industry….no further requirements.



Changes to the Stewardship Expectations

Current Titles

1 Hub Strategy

2 E & A Subsurface Work Programme

3 Optimum Use of Subsurface Data

4 Licence Activity, Decision Points & Milestones

5 Robust Project Delivery

6 Production Optimisation

7 Information Management

8 Technology Plan

9 Collaboration

10 Planning for Decommissioning

2019 Working Titles

1 Hub Strategy

2 Delivering E&A Work Programmes

3 Optimum Use of Subsurface Data

4 Well Activity Performance

5 Robust Project Delivery

6 Integrated Field Management

7 Commercial Alignment and Delivery

8 Technology Deployment

9 Build a Culture of Collaboration

10 Cost Effective Decommissioning

new

new

Exploration – Same Expectations, More Clarity

Merged

Removed



Updated Expectations

SE2 Delivering Exploration and 

Appraisal Work Programmes The OGA expects that…licensees will ensure 

that business decisions throughout the 

licence lifecycle are informed by the 

optimum use of appropriate subsurface 

datasets and workflows 

This Expectation focuses on the following areas:

• the optimum use of geophysical data; and

• the use of Technical Data Quality Reviews.

In this Expectation: 

(a) ‘subsurface data’ may include: geophysical data, well 

based data (original and value added), third-party 

studies

(b)  the ‘optimum’ use of subsurface data relates to the 

utility and value of information of the available datasets in 

addressing subsurface risk and uncertainty during the 

relevant stage of the licence lifecycle.

SE3 Optimum Use of Subsurface Data

The OGA expects that…licensees will plan 

and deliver work programme activity in the 

initial licence term in a robust and effective 

manner.

This Expectation focuses on the OGA’s expectation that

licensees will:

• plan their activities, including well operations, in

accordance with the milestones and obligations set out

in their licences;

• deliver their work programmes, or relinquishment, on a

timely basis; and

• engage with the OGA in an appropriate and timely

fashion at key stages.



E&A Subsurface Work Programmes - Timelines



Survey
Improvements with 

feedback and 
experience.

Activity
Significant increase but 

challenges remain with 
pace and project delivery

Stewardship
Improved clarity, focus on 
PACE and PERFORMANCE
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Licensing



The Innovate licence has brought significant 
improvements…
OGA and industry working together to make it even better….

What’s working well Opportunities to further improve

Fair, transparent application process Shorten the time between mature licensing rounds

Flexible work programmes and timing Improve visibility/accuracy of licensing timetable

Supports low entry hurdles, lower farm in hurdles Align timing of award announcement with company budget cycle

Applies to all areas of UKCS (except nearshore) Improve efficiency of licensing round process

Separate frontier/mature area licensing

‘Supplementary Round’ option

Out of round applications retained

More than 50% improvement in time from launch to award

Relicensing of ‘Fallow Discoveries’ to move to FDP

Exploration Forum – June 2019



Quick wins and opportunities

• Task group formed

• Priority: Improve visibility of overall process
• Visual description of combined OGA/OPRED/OSDR process

• Include milestones and constraints

• Opportunities to explore
• Award licences in tranches

• Move to open rounds in certain areas, e.g. Greater Buchan Area 31st

Supplementary round

• Optimise award timing

Quick 
win

Exploration Forum – June 2019



Execution

Award 
announcement

OGA CEO 
approval

Technical 
interviews and 

scoring
Initial recommendation

Appropriate 
Assessment 

Public 
consultation 

(8 weeks 
minimum)

Initial evaluation 
(Appendix C)

Clarifications

Technical
(Appendix B)

OPRED
Habitats 

Regulations  
Assessment

OSDR
- Appendix C -

Safety and 
Environment

Months 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Financial 
interviews and 

scoring

Initial 
recommendatio

n

Financial
(Appendix A)

Award & 
Marks 
Letters 

Sent

Clarifications

Licence application 
submission Exchange

license
docs

Simplified view of 
Innovate licence 
award process

Exploration Forum – June 2019
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Environmental
clearance
(4 weeks)



Opportunities to further improve…

• Shortening time between mature licence rounds
• Industry supportive of bi-annual mature licence rounds
• no change necessary

• Possible to awarding licences in tranches?
• OGA considers this each licence round but complexities often get in the way
• will be done where possible

• Move to open rounds in certain areas, e.g. Greater Buchan Area
• Process already in place; can be considered for sizeable work programmes but will 

be dependent on environmental sensitivities

• Optimise award timing
• Move round launch to Q1
• Improve alignment between licence award and budget cycle
• Impact vs benefit assessment will be conducted in H2-2019

Exploration Forum – June 2019



Well delivery



Competitive well delivery - a multi-year initiative has improved 
operational performance and unlocked activity

103Exploration Forum – June 2019



Competitive Well Delivery initiative outcomes linked to OGA 
wells strategy objectives

104Exploration Forum – June 2019



Well Operatorship in the UKCS

105

 Introduction of Offshore Safety Directive changed the operator 
regime in the UKCS

 During OSD implementation period Industry argued that it was 
better for those who dealt with day to day operations offshore 
(duty holders) to be the installation operators

– With this brought the (new) responsibility for day to day 
environmental operations

 EC OSD & UK Regs introduced in 2015  specific definitions 
for installation operator, well operator, and NPI owner

– Installation and well operators need appointing by Licensee, 
with OSDR Competent Authority consulted

Exploration Forum – June 2019



Protecting our license to operate;
Ensuring continuous improvement through sharing lessons learned & good practice

Insert Footer from Insert | Header & Footer menu 106

 Changing landscape;

– Companies restructuring, smaller companies/new well operators coming in

– New business/operating models becoming more prevalent

 Oil & Gas UK Wells Forum is working with Competent Authority to share good practice and lessons 
learned

– Ensure broad awareness of UKCS regulatory requirements

– Safety & Environmental Management system – share good practice

– Well operator size / resource / competence  - what does good look like?

 2019 Activities

– Share learnings (CA), clarify regulatory requirements (CA-OGA)

– Workshops; share current/good practice, identify improvement opportunities



The Road to Net Zero
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2019 – 2028 Subsurface Roadmap

https://www.theogtc.com/roadmaps/

https://www.theogtc.com/roadmaps/


From Spark to Project 

Ideas captured from Open Call or Direct Approach

✓ Approval



2019 – 2028 Subsurface Roadmap 

Current sparks

https://www.theogtc.com/roadmaps/

18  Ideas

3   Opportunities

5   Projects

https://www.theogtc.com/roadmaps/


Solution Centre Events

Launch 5th February

Tight Brent Workshop – 11th June

Call for Ideas Dragon’s Den – 18th July

18th

July



Revitalising Exploration Call Update

Objective: 

Find innovative technology concepts for ‘Revitalising 

Exploration’ that will help us take a seismic shift 

towards halving the lifecycle time and cost of 

exploration

3 Key themes:

• Reducing the timeframe to process data

• Seeing clearly under the seabed through 

improved imaging and reservoir characterisation

• Affordable exploration ocean bottom seismic

40 ideas received through web portal 

31st May 2019



NNS Overlooked Pay by Machine Learning 

4 Projects from 2018 call for Ideas

Portfolio of linked projects to develop & trial and range of techniques

Exploration – Machine Learning ‘Overlooked Pay’ Study

DATA DONORS DATA CONDITIONING DATA ANALYTICS DELIVERABLES

CDA

NPD

OPERATORS

ENERGECTIVE

DATA CO

EARTH SCIENCE

CONDITIONED

DATA

LIST OF MISSED

PAY ZONES

MERKLE AQUILA

SEP

MAY OCT

AUG

DEC

MAR

MAY

AUG



2018 Call For Ideas (Digital)

4 NNS Missed Pay Projects

Conditioning 

& Analytics
6 months May - Oct

Digest legacy data 
with robotic scanning 
and integrate into a 
trusted database and 
then automate 
petrophysics workflow 
using unsupervised 
machine learning 
algorithms

SPONSOR SHELL
STARTED

Analytics

8 months Aug - Dec

Classify and correlate 
machine readable 
formatted well data 
using EarthBank set 
of analytics tools to 
identify missed pay

SPONSOR TAQA

Conditioning

4 months May - Sept

Combining structured, 
unstructured and 
imaged based well 
data into a database 
where natural 
language processing 
and other techniques 
can be applied

SPONSOR BP
STARTED

Analytics

5 months Aug - Mar

Automate 
petrophysical analysis 
of well logs and apply 
advanced analytics 
(neural networks and 
component analysis) 
to extract geological 
intervals of interest

SPONSOR TOTAL

Portfolio of 4 linked projects to develop & trial and range of techniques
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Age Distribution of Boreholes Entire UKCS & NCS

NNS MISSED PAY STUDY

Age Variety of Boreholes 

Operator Boreholes

Taqa 526

CNR 501

Apache 459

Shell 457

Enquest 436

Total 285

Marathon 236

Total (Maersk) 223

BP 164

Equinor 40

Contributed Boreholes 3327

Wells from NDR for these operators556

NPD Wells in Area 767

4650



Total Number of Files Up to Date: 506259

Unstructured FilesStructured Files
Total Number of Files Up to Date:207242
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Data Types of 12,046 NDR Boreholes by year



MER UK Exploration Technology 

Priorities

Collaborating with Exploration Task Force

Short term

1. Demonstrate the successful 
application of code to automate 
the identification of missed pay 
zones in diverse seismic 
datasets, using well calibration

2. Use AI workflows to cleanse 
and prepare all structured and 
unstructured UKCS exploration 
data to deliver a complete, high 
quality and searchable  National 
Data Repository to industry

Medium term

1. Reduce the time taken to 
process 3D seismic survey 
data by half, including 
accelerating delivery of FWI

2. Drive down full-
azimuth/high-density ocean-
bottom seismic acquisition 
cost to at least the same as an 
equivalent streamer survey

TLB challenge 2 – Seeing clearly under the seabedTLB challenge 1 – Revitalising exploration

2019 call



Gillian White

Subsurface Solution Centre 

Manager

gillian.white@theOGTC.com

Web: www.theOGTC.com

Twitter: @theOGTC
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